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Fore~rord 

Before ¥Vorld ¥Var 11 only the Soviet Union was regarded as a Socialist country and 

only the Mongolian People's Republic as a people's democracy, but after the ¥var eleven 

people's democracies were established in Eastern Europe and Asia and there are now 
thirteen Socialist countries in all.* After World ¥~rar 11 socialism was enlarged to a world-

wide system, no longer confined to one country. Now there exists the Socialist world 

system (MHpOBa;1 CHCTeMa couHaJlpl3Ma ; das sozialistische ¥~Teltsystem) side by side with 

the Capitalist ~vorld system. Among the countries belonging to this Socialist world system 

there has arisen an international economic relationship different from that among the 

Capitalist countries. This is called international economic cooperation among the Socialist 

countries. The direct organization engaged in this work is the Economic Mutual Assistance 

Council established in 1949.** I have written two or three times on the formation of 

the Socialist world system, and the development of international economic cooperation 

among Socialist countries whose center is the above Economic Mutual Assistance Council.l 

There I chiefly discussed on the central organization, the stages of development, and the 

forms of the economic cooperation. In this paper I have no intention to repeat what 

I have mentioned before, and will discuss and introduce several practical and theoretical 

problems ~vhich have arisen in connection with the development of international economic 

cooperation among the Socialist countries and are awaiting solution, 

*The names of these countries are well known and will not be listed here. For the names, 
area, and population of these countries see my book, The Structeire of the Soviet Eco,eomy, 
Aoki Shoten, 1959, p. 304. 
**For further details on the Economic Mutual Assistance Council (EMAC) or the Council 
for Economic Mutual Assistance; CoBeT el(oHcMHHecl<0~ E3aHMonoMoluH (ceB) i Der Rat fiir 
gegenseitige ~~rirtshaftshilfe, see my lvritmgs, The Present Stage of heteneatio,eal Economic 
Coaperatio,e, among the Socialist countr~es Keizai Kenkyu. July, 1958, pp. 263-264, and The 
Structure of the Soviet Ecolwmy, pp. 303-304. Participating countries are listed here for 
reference: the Soviet Union, Polish. Czechoslovakian. Hungarian, Rumanian, Bulgarian, 
Albanian, and German Democratic Republics. In addition, for convenience of explanation 
hereafter, dates and places of plenary meetings of the Council up to now are given here : 
Ist Meeting, April 26-28, 1949, Moscow; 2nd Meeting, August, 1949, Sofia; 3rd Meeting, 
unknown; 4th Meeting, March, 1954, Moscow; 5th Meeting, unknown; 6th Meeting, 
December, 1955, Budapest; 7th Meeting, May, 1956. Berlinj 8th Meeting. June 18-23, 
1957, IVVarsaw; 9th Meeting, June, 1958, Bucharest; 10th Meeting, December, 1958, 
Prague; 1 Ith Meeting. May 13-16, 1959. Tirana.2 

* "The Present Stage of International Economic Cooperation among the Socialist countries," Keizai 
Kenkyu, July 1958. "The Problems of Socialism", world Economic Survey, June 1959. 

' CM., H. CHJlynHOB, BpaToxoe eoTpy,Ima~:ecTBo H B3aHMonoMoLllb co!~HaJmcTn~:ecr(Hx CTpaH. <Bonpochl 
eKOHOMHKH), Ho. 3, 1959 r. 
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I. Th,e Basic Ecoleontic Task 

. The most important problem of the Socialist world system is that of the so-called 

"Basic Economic Task". This basic economic task (OCHOBHa;1 el(oHoM}iHecl{a;~ 8al~aHa) 

is the problem of the necessity and the possibility of the Socialist economy to outstrip 

the Capitalist economy in production. This is the way of thinking (or economic policy) 

emphasized at first in the Soviet Union, particularly at the 18th Congress of the Com-

munist Party in 1939 by Stalin and Molotov, which meant only the Soviet Union could 

catch up with and surpass the leading Capitalist countries (about 1939 America, England, 

Germany, and France; now America) in productivity. 

After ¥~Torld War II, its contents and aims to be attained lvere formulated in 
a fairly concrete form with due consideration for the postwar conditions by Khrushchev 

at the extraordinary Supreme Soviet held in November 1957.3 It has now been in-
herited in the Seven-Year Plan since 1959 as its frame.4 

Its gist is as follows : 1) Soviet industrial productivity as of 1957 is estimated to 

be about half of that of America. 2) The rate of annual growth of industry is estimated 

at 80/0 in the Soviet Union and 20/0 in America. 3) Accordingly the Soviet Union will 

catch up with and surpass America in the total volume of industrial output in 1968, 

and in per capita butput a few years later. 4) In agriculture, the per capita output of 

milk, meat, and butter is set as a strategic goal and it is estimated that the Soviet Union 

will catch up with and surpass America by the first half of 1960's.5 

Such is a brief outline of the contents of the Soviet Union's basic economic task, 

and as fundamental reason why the task can be solved as mentioned above, all the 
theorists of the Socialist countries say unanimously that the Socialist system is conclusively 

superior to the Capitalist system as an economic system.6 In that sense the Soviet 

economic competition with America and the Soviet Union's basic economic task are not 

problems of the Soviet Union alone but can have significance as general problems for the 

Socialist system. In fact most of the Socialist countries besides the Soviet Union have' 

taken up the problems, selected provisional competitive countries and published concrete 

plans since the Soviet Union issued an official statement on the economic competition 

~vith America in 1957.* 

*The Chinese People's Republic announced the outline of the Second Five-Year Plan 
at the 8th national meeting of Labci Umon held in December 1957, with a govemment 
policy that they would increase production to catch up ~vith and surpass England, 
a leading Capitalist country ~vithin 15 years (i,e. by 1972) in such essential products as 
steel, coal, machine tools, cement, chemical fertilizer, etc. At the Congress of the 
Bulgarian Communist Party held in June 1958, it was confirmed that the tempo of 
economic development in the country was faster than in neighboring Greece and Turkey. 

" The speech given before the Supreme Soviet on Nov. 6, 1957 by Nikita Khrushchev in the 
"<npaBJl:a) .7ro Ho;1., 1957. 

' Cf. The resolution on the Seven-Year Plal~ at the 2lst Extraordinary Meeting of the Comniunist 
Party of the Soviet Umon. 
* Cf. Kazuo Nonomura, "The Soviet-American Economic Competition." Keizai Kenkyu, Aprn 1960. 
' CM. Hanp. , HayuHo-HccJle,loBaTeJTbcr(H~ el{OHOMHHecKH~ HHCTHTyr rocnJlaHa CCCP, <9KoHoMH~Iecr(oe 

copeBHoBaHP!e Me){{~y CCCF~ H CmA. KpHTHKa B3rJl;1;1:oB aMepHKaHcr(Idx 6yp){rya3Hblx 3KOHOMI(CTOB), rocn-
JlaHI{3;laT Mocr(Ba, 1959r., CTp. /~5. 
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At the Congress of the Czechoslovakian Communist Party held in the same month it 
lvas certified that they had surpassed Sweden, France, and West Germany in per caprta steel 
output and France and Italy m electric power. At the Congress of the Socialist United 
Party of the German Democratic Republic, held in July 1958, Ulbricht, first clerk declared 
that they lvould catch up ~vith and surpass the ¥~rest German standard of living within 

three years. 

This 1957 ¥vas the year that the Soviet Union pioneered in launching the first 

spufnik in the lvorld (October 4) and by this demonstrated the ascendancy of Soviet 

technology. It was also this year that the Soviet Union succeeded in firing an inter-

continental ballistic missile (August 27) and perfected a new type hydrogen bomb war-head 

(October 6). O¥ving to these facts the Soviet Union's military ascendancy over America 

was distinctly shown throughout the world. Therefore 1957 should be called a turning 

point in the history of relations between East and ¥Vest. 

Taking these historic events into consideration, it is high time for the leaders of 

the Socialist countries to think of a new basic economic task for the whole Socialist 

world, not confined to each conntry, where the Socialist world en bloc should catch 

up with and surpass the economic power of the whole Capitalist world, not that each 

countries separately catches up with and surpasses that of the leading Capitalist 

countries. I guess the materialization of this task into concrete economic plans or 

economic policies is now brought forward as an urgent question of economic cooperation 

among the socialist countries. And the construction of such economic plans becomes 
a task of the Economic Mutual Assistance Council, the direct and international organi-

zation engaged in international cooperation among the countries: The facts that they 

prearranged to make the First Long Range Economic Plan extending 1961-75, by 1960, 
at the general meeting of SEV, in 1957, that they regulated mutual cooperation up to 

1965, keeping pace with the Soviet Seven-Year Plan operation, and that they had 
a conference of the party delegates, including the Asian Parties, in Moscow, in May 
1958, just before the Bucharest Meeting (the.9th meeting), the next month are all the 

trends to accomplish the basic economic task and to make a consolidated and concrete 

economic plan suitable for the ¥vhole Socialist world system. 

In 1958 the territary of the Socialist countries w'ere one fourth of that of the whole 

world and the population ~vas approximately one third of that of the world. The 
industrial production of the Socialist countries formed, according to the Central Statistical 

Board of the Li~.S.S.R., Iess than 3% in 1917, about 100/0 in 1937, and more than one 

third in 1958 of that of the ¥vorld. Thus the Soviet circles say that the Socialist organiz-

ation has already overtaken the Capitalist organization per capita in industrial produc-

tion.7 It is further calculated that the average rates of annual growth of industrial 

output of the whole Socialist camp lvas I l~/o in five years, 1954-58, while that of the 

whole Capitalist camp ¥vas under 3010'8 

As is shol;vn in Table 1, however, the essential materials that form more than one 

third of the entire output of the world in the Socialist countries are only coal and pig iron, 

while the others, that is petroleum, electric po¥ver, steel ingots, trucks, tractors, cement, 

cotton textiles, ~voolen textiles, sugar, etc., do not reach one third of the entire output. 

' IJ:eHTpa;IbHoe cTaTHcTl~HecKoe yrrpaBJleHHe npH COBeTe MplHHCTpOB CCCP, (Hapo,IHoe x03;~~CTBo CCCP B 
1958 ro,Iy. CTaTHcTH~ec}cH~ e)~<eroJIHHro, roccTaTH3;1:aT, Moc}cBa, 1959r., cTp. 115. 

' TaM )Ke, cTp. 115. 
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Comparison, furthermore, with underdeveloped countries among the Capitalist countries 

is meaningless and the task of the development of productivity is still left as a question 

awaiting solution. 

Table I The Proportiole of the Output of the Socialist World 

to the Eniire Output of the World 
Unit : percentage 

~'laterials : L!:eHTpaJlbnoe cTaTPICTHHecl(oe ynpaBJleH}ie npH COBeTe M,IHHCTpoB CCCP, <Hapo,1:Hoe 
x03;~~cTBo CCCP B 1958 ro,ry. CTaTHcTHHe}(I~~ e){{eroJl:HHr(.), roccTaTI{3:1:aT, MOCKBa, 1959 r., cTp. 1 16. 

Remarks: The figures for 1929 and 1937 are actually equivalent to those for the Soviet 
Umon alone. 
Note: 1) the output in 1956 

It is not known in how many years the leaders of the Ssocialist countries or the 

SEV management set as the goal year, or what average rate of annual grow'th they 
predict, or what goal figure and rate ot growth they expected for individual item, or 

to what countries and at what proportion the production of each item is allocated. In 

other words, it is no¥v impossible to kno~v ¥vhat contents will be shown as the coordinated 

economic plan for the Socialist world system in the future. But it is clear that the 

basic task of SEV hereafter is the establishment of an international division of labor 

system for the speediest possible development of productivity. It is also clear that the 

time is gone when the principal substance of international economic cooperation among 

the Socialist countries ~;vas foreign trade and SEV ¥vas nothing but an organ for its 

promotion, even if international trade among the Socialist countries is a medium for 

the establishment. 

II. The Developtnent of Productivity arid 1ltterleatiottal Ecolronltic Cooperatiolc 

If one takes a consolidated view of the important problems now present in inter-

national cooperation among the Socialist countries from the angle of the speediest 
possible development of productivity and the intensification of international economic 
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cooperation contributing toward it, the following problems can be found on the calender. 

They are reflection and self-criticism on the adherence to the Soviet way in the policies 

of productivity development in the Socialist countries, specialization and cooperation of 

development in the Socialist countries, and the recognition of the specialities of the 

Soviet Union and of China. 
a. A Criticism on the Follo¥ving of the Other Socialist Countries to the way of the 

Soviet Union. Vladimir Kaigl, Director of the Czechoslovakian Science Academy Economic 

Research Institute, says in his article in the Problems il~ Phylosophy, Vol. 3, 1959, that 

in the Soviet Union an extremely uneven progress ¥vas projected for the heavy industries, 

especially for the machine industry because of the rapid progress of productivity, w'ith 

the result that the chemical industry and agriculture fell behind and brought about 

a serious unbalance. He further says the rapid technical progress affects the value of 

installed machinery and facilities, which become unsuitable or even useless; Marx's 

principle of moral wear of fixed capital has been ignored; many advocates fell immediately 

into a blind belief in the dominance of Soviet technology and ignored the great technical 

progress of the Capitalist countries with the very superiority of socialistic production over 

capitalistic production. He says they had an awful mistake on the estirnation of the 
tecnical progress of the chemical industry in the Capitalist countries and it resulted in the 

backward production of plastics and synthetic fibers, which in turn caused a shortage in 

iron and non-ferrous metals which could have been replaced with plastics and also caused 

the backward production of clothing. Kaigl goes on to say, that these Soviet style errors 

were inherited by the other countries and reproduced internationally on an expanded 

scale.9 The backwardness and unbalance of the technical progress caused by these 
reasons must leave a lasting effect even to the present day. However, they have begun 

to get over these deficiencies since the 6th meeting of SEV, held in Dec., 1956. 

b. Specialization and Cooperation. The specialization and cooperation on the field 

of SEV means the attempt to decide individual essential product or field, to which 

the principle of the right locality for the right production is carried out intentionally, 

and by that to dissolve autarkie small-scale production in each country, and do 
away with the shortage of essential products and all the economic unbalance caused 

by it. As for the essential products and fields in question, though a large number of 

fields and items have been tal{en up since the 6th Meeting of SEV in December, 1955, 

¥ve may roughly cite the machine industry, raw materials, fuel (especially coal, petro-

leum, iron, and non-ferrous metals) in the first place, and electric po¥ver and agriculture 

in the second place. For the various items and fields ¥vhich include the above items 

and fields, the standing committees ¥vere formed respectively to discuss specialization 

and cooperation ¥vith each country as a unit. I will not get into particulars here, as 

I mentioned them before. 
In connection with these specializing and cooperation, an important problem is await-

ing solution. This is how to reply to the concern that if by the division of labor among 

countries there comes into being t¥vo types of countries, that is countries in charge of 

raw material industries and countries in charge of manufacturing industries, the former 

may be placed at a disadvantage. In the January, 1959 issue of the Ecoleontic Problems, 

9 Bna,u{MHp FCa~rJT, 3aKOHOMepHOCTb pa3BHTH;:1 e}(oHoMH~!ec}a{x OTHomeHPIH Me){(ny CTpaHaMH MPrpOBOH 
couHaJIHcTH~ecKo~ cHcTeMbl, <Bonpocbl (~id:JlocoipHH), Ho. 3, 1959 r., cTp, 32-34. 
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I~!1. Siluganov raises the follow'ing question : Raw material industries not only require 

greater capital than the manufacturing industries, but take almost t~1'ice as much time 

as that of the manufacturing industries for their construction. This naturally effects 

on the tempo of the increase of production in all industries. On the other hand it fre-

quently happens that though the capital investment in the branch of the raw materials 

is large, the repercussion per unit of the investment on the structure of the national 

income is often smaller than the case of the other branch.11 

c. The Equalization of Productivity. Under capitalism, it is a lawful reality that 

advanced industrial countries exploit backward agricultural countrie and the Imperialist 

countries exploit and victimize their colonies as well as their unbalanced development 

of productivity. Things are quite different under socialism, ¥vhere it is unnecessary for 

advanced industrial countries to exploit back¥vard agricultural countries nor to fix the 

backtvardness in productivity of the latter. On the contrary, the advanced countries 

endeavor to raise the productivity of backward countries and to bring it up to a common 

level. The effort to equalize productivity is one of the goals- of international economic 

cooperation among the Socialist countries.*12 

*During 1956-57 1 t~;vice discussed socialist trade theory lvith Professor Toichi Nawa of 
Osaka City University (in articles in the issues for I~!fov. 3, 1956 and for Jan. 19, 1957 of 
the Ec0140mist). I said there trade or economic cooperation among the Socialist countries 
should result in the raising of productivity in the whole socialist system, and the equahz-
ing of productivity bet¥veen the advanced and backward countries and the establishment 
of trade prices should be done from this point of vie~v. Later I repeated the same idea 
as follolvs : "The general upraising of the standard of productivity in all the Socialist 
countries is nothing more than the basic trade principle underlying the "Democratic ¥~rorld 
Market'", and it lvill be a fundamental goal for the planning of foreign trade. It will be 
the object of trade policy or trade plan for the Socialist countries en bloc that advanced 
Socialist countries help to raise the productivity of backivard ones to raise the standard 
of the whole productivity."I3 

Among the people's democracies established in Europe after ¥Vorld War II, Bulgaria, 

Rumania and Albama were backrvard countries and the C･erman People's Republic and 
Czechoslovakia were comparatively advanced countries in industrial productivity (See 

Table 2). As a result of economic cooperation among the Socialist countries, however, 

the inequality of productivity of these countries ¥vas passably corrected (See Table 3). 

The problem of equalizing productivity has become to have greater significance since 

the basic economic task for the lvhole Socialist organization came up into question, and 

the move from socialism to communism became a problem of the ~vhole Socialist ~vorld 

system. Nikita Khru-shchew said at the 2lst extraordinary Congress of the Soviet Com-

munist Party in January and February, 1959, that all the Socialist countries would reach 

the highest stage of communism at approximately the same time. This can be under-

stood to imply that in the period preceding the move tolvard communism it would be 
fully possible to equalize productivity that is to bring the back¥vard countries up to the 

level of the advanced countries and it would be necessary to carry on this equalization 

intentionally and politically. In his article in the issue for March, 1959 of the Problems 

*o Kazuo Nonomura, "The Problems of Socialism," Sekai Keizai Soran, June 1959 op, cit., pp. 51-52. 
* ~ H. CHJry;IHOB, HoBbl~ eTan B pa3BHTHH MexclryHapoJIHoro cou:HaJlp!cTH:qecl(oro pa3,1:eJ1:eH}~;1 Tpy~:a, 

(Bonpochl 9KOHOMHI{H). Ho. 1, 1959 r., CTp. 24 
*' HHKHTa C. XpyuleB, O }(oHTpoJlbHblx I;plippax pa3BHTH;! Hapon:Horo x03;i~cTBa CCCP Ha 1959-1965 

roJl:bl, (BHeo~:epe,IHofi XXI cb3~ Krl:CC) T. 1, rocnoJIHTH3,1:aT, MochcBa, 1959 r., cTp. 108. 
*' Theory of Socialist Trade". Keuzai Hyoron, April 1957, pp. 84~35. 
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in Philosophy, Vladimir Kaigl takes up the equalization 

country as one of the objects of intemational economic 
countries . 1 4 

Table 2 Per Capiia Output by Couletry 

A. Actual Flgures 

THE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES 15 

of the productivity in each 

COoperation among socialist 

ile 1956 

B. Indices 

Item 

Country 

Electric Polver 

Coal 

Steel 

1)ig lron 

Cement 
Cotton Textiles 

A~'erage 

So~'iet 

Union 

l OO 

1 OO 

l OO 

1 OO 

100 

l OO 

lOO 

China 

2
 
7
 
2
 
3
 
6
 

15 

4
 

German 
Peo. Rep. 

l 83 

l 64 

64 

49 

156 

35 

Czech. 

l
 

131 

83 

152 

1 39 

191 

81 

123 174 

Poland 

73 

1 58 

74 

63 

ll5 

59 

97 

Bulgaria 

33 

66 
5
 

90 

54 

39 

Materials : }d. A. THXOHOB, (OCHOBHa;1 er(oHoMPiqecKafl 3a,Ia~:a CCCP), JleHH3uaT, nemaHrpa,1:, 
1959 r., cTp. 162. 

Remarks: The average In Table B is the simple arithmetical mean of the above five items. 
Notes: 1) data in 1955 2) all textiles 

Table 3 Comparisole of Per Capita Slaudard of Productivity 

A ,noleg the Socialist Cowairies 

Electric Power 

Coal 

Steel Ingots 

Cement 
Cotton Textiles 

Sugar 

Bulgaria v. 

Czechoslov. 

Prewar 1 95 7 

l : 6.8 1 : 3.8 

l : 6.8 1 : 3.5 

-* 
1 : 2.4 1 : 2 4 

l : 4.8 1 : 1.4 

l : I 1.6 1 : 3.9 

Bulgaria v. 

Germ. Peo. Rep. 

Prewar 1957 

l : 20.6 1 : 5.4 

l : 17.8 1 : 7.8 

-* 
1 : 2.9 1 : 1.7 

l : 3.2 1 : 1.4 

Albania v. 
Czechoslov. 

Prewar 1 957 

l : 47.5 1 : 15.4 

1 : 667 1 : 31 

1 : 10 1 : 5.8 

l : 8.7 1 : 5.4 

Materials : r. Fepl~oBP!~, e}(oHoMPIHer(oe pa3BPiT,le MHpoBo~ CHCTeMbl 
BI<0HHMP!r(n), Ho. 4, 1959 r., cTp. 144. 

Note : There was no production of steel ingots before the l~'ar. 

14 Jla;lHMHp KafirJI, TaM )1(e, cTp. 36-37. 

CouHa JIH3Ma <BoHnocb! 
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d. Specialities of the Soviet Union and China. The specialities of the Soviet Union 

and China mentioned here indicates the fact that SEV allo¥vs only the Soviet Union 

and China co-ordinated economic development, taking their circumstances on their ter-

ritories, population, and natural resources into consideration. This is the idea chiefly 
15 supported by SEV since 1956 and seems to have general consent by each country. 

III. Trade Proble,Its of the Socualist Countnes 

The division of labor among the Socialist countries is promoted through foreign trade.* 

From here such problems as trade price and settlement system come about. Now 
I will deal with the problem of price at first and the problem of settlement then. 

*In his book, the Colestructio,e of Socialist Eco,eomy a,rd the Developme,et of Foreig,e Trade 
among the People's Democracies ofEurope (1955). Figurnov refers to the relations between 
them as follo¥vs : "The economic relationship among the countries of the Socialist camp 
takes the form of commodity-currency. Therefore, all the products of labor including 
the means of production appear on the democratic ~vorld market as commodities and obey 
the operations of the price laws."I6 In his article, the Problems of I,eternatio,eal Divisio,e 
of Labor amo,eg the Socialist Couletries, Assistant Professor Shigeyasu Suzuki of Yamaguchi 
University explains the relationship between them as follows: "The Socialist countries 
exist as independent countries and have mutual relations....National possession is the 
largest within thes cope of Socialistic possession and in principle there is no possession by 
the whole Socialist camp of a super-national nature...Accordingly in the movement of 
products, including the means of production, among the Soclalist countries there is in 
principle an accompanying movement of o~vnership. Hereby appear the laws of value, 
commodities, prices, currencies, etc, which cover a wider scope than a country, in short 
various economic categories included in the world market. .."I7 

a. The problems of Trade Price. The problem that upon what standards trade 
prices should be fixed for the trade within the Socialist world system will be called, 

for the time being, the problem of trade price. This problem of trade price has seldom 

been discussed theoretically but settled practically to carry out trade business. 

Then how has this problem been settled? In other ~vords, how has the actual state 

of trade price hitherto been ? As there is no lucid and minute data on this point, I 

can not but say from inference. According to 'Nykryn, trade in the socialist ¥~'orld 

market from 1945 to 1950 was carried out based on U.S. dollar value and value levels 

at that time ~~'ere extremely diverse.18 It seems that ruble had been adapted as the 

international currency and trade price been settled based on Soviet prices of com-

modities, since the Soviet reformation of currency in 1950.19 Subsequently, it seems 

that the lvorld market price had been accepted as a standard, since the Hungarian-
Polish event in 1956 and the expo't price of Polish coal for the Soviet Union came into 

question.20 At present the world market price is accepted as a standard, sometimes 

Is CM. Hanp., H CplJry;~HoB, TaM ,{<e, <Bonpocbl el(oHoMldl{T(>. Ho. 1, 1959 r., cTp, 17; r. repuoB}11~, 
eKoHoMHH:ec}<0e pa3BHTPle M~!poBo~ cHcTeMbl CouHanH3Ma, (Bonpocbl 9}(oHoMH}(H). Ho. 4, 1959 r., CTp. 13_2. 

16 n. K. (~,}irypHoB, (CTpoHTeJlbcTBo couHaJIHcTH1{ecKo~ 3b(oHoM,~xH H pa3BHTHe BHeIJJHe~ TOproBJIH B 
eBpone~cl{plx HapOI~HOH~ ,xeMolrpaTHH), BHeruToprH3naT, Mocl{Ba, cTp. 105. 

17 '"The Problems of International Division of Labor among Socialist States," Shigeyasu Suzuki, 

Toa Keizai Kenkyu. IV-9-, p. 470. 
18 J. N_T),kryn, Organization und Technik des Aussenhandels, 1957. SS. 310-311. 
It Gunther Kohlmey. "Der demokratische ¥~Teltmarkt," Verlag Die ¥Virtschit, 1956. SS. 267. 
20 cf. joint Soviet-Polish declaration of January 18, 1956 ((Pi3BecTH;~), 20ro Ho;a., 1956r.). 
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altered by the addition of various conditions. Horst Mendelshausen of America tries to 

prove, in a May, 1959 magazine article that the export-import ~rice of the Soviet 

Union is not ahvays based on the ~vorld price.21 Apart from the suitability of his 
positive method, it goes ¥vithout saying that world market price cannot be used just as 

it is as a standard. 

Perhaps it ~vas from 1956 to 1957 that this problem of trade price came to be 
discussed among the Socialist countries.* In 1956 Gunther Kohlmey, German economist 

wrote in his book, the Democratic World Market that when trade price is settled in the 

Socialist market, "there is an increasing tendency to choose Soviet price as a starting 

pomt."2"- This, together with a discussion on the settlement of trade price, in 1954, by 

the Hungarian economists. Tibor Liska and Antal ~_larias seems to play the part "the 

first s¥vallow of spring", prior to the beginning of earnest discussions on this problem.23 

*Prof. Na¥va and I had several disputes concerning this from 1956 to 1957. He con-
tributed an article to the September 22, 1956, issue of lhe Eco,eomist, whrch I opposed 
in my article in the issue for I~"'ovember 3. He ~vrote in opposition to my opinion in 
the issue for December l, Ivhich I opposed again in my article m the issue for Decem-
ber l, which I opposed again in my article in the issue for January 19, 1957. 

This problem ¥vas first brought up for a international discussion in a comprehensive 

form, ¥vhen a conference on the problem of intemational division of labor among the 
Socialist countries was held in December, 1957 at Prague under the auspices of the Czecho-

slovakian Science Academy Economic Research Institute, with economists invited from 
other Socialist countries.24 It was Vladimir Kaigl, director of the Institute who brought' 

fonvard a question on the problem of trade price at that time (his approach will be 

discussed later), but almost at the same time, that in the period from 1957 to 1958, 

the problem was discussed over and over again as a theoretical problem in the Foreig,e 

Trade, a magazine of German Democratic People's Republic.* 

*The person lvho first introduced the details of this debate to the economic society of 
Japan was, so far as I know, Assistant Professor Etsuji Kmoshita of Osaka City Uni-
versity. About the same time, Professor Shigeyasu Suzuki of Yamaguchi Universrty and 
Mr. Shoshichi Sugimoto of Kyoto University and others took also up tlle problem.25 
I owe much of my opinion mentioned below to them. 

Then what kinds of approach are there to the problem of trade price ? For the 
sake of convenience I will make a summary and classification aiter the summary of 
Vladimir Kaigl. According to Kaigl's view, the various theories on the formation of trade 

price in the Socialist world market are roughly divided into two groups. The first is 

that price must always be formed according to the actual cost of production in a pro-

ducing country, that is to say, price must always reflect the domestic value of an export. 

'* Hors-t Mendelshausen, '"Terms of Trade between the Soviet Union and Smaller Communist Countries. 
1955-1957," The Review of Economics and statistics. *~/Iay 1959. 

2' Gunther Kohlmev, a.a. O., S. 267. 
2* Trbor Liska and Antal I~_iAn~s, "A gazdas~gossAg ~s a nemzetk6zi munkamegozt~s," Kbzgazdasg~i 

Sozemle No. l, 1954. (Reprinted in United N_~ations. Economic Survey of Europe in 1954. Geneva, 1955, 
pp. 131-135). 

" Karl Morgenstern, "Zur Preisbildung auf dem sozialistischen Weltmarkt,'" Wirtschaftwissenschaft. 
Nr. 3, 1958. 

'5 tsujl Kinoshita, "Price Formation in the Socialist World R'Iarket," Kenkyu to Shiryo (Osaka City 
Uni¥'ersity Economic Research Institute), No. 8, R'Iay 1959. Shigeyasu Suzuki, "On Profit in Foreign 
Trade in Socialism," Toa Keizai Kenkyu (Yamaguchi Universlty), Vol. 111, Re-issue December 1958. 
"The Problems of Socialistic International Division of Labor", op. cit_. IV-2. Shochichi Suglmoto, 
"On Foreign Trade Earnings In Socialist States," Keizal Ronso, 84, No. 2. 
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The second is that price formation should be based on the international world price 

as well as the price of the producing country. This second group has two sub-groups. 
Group A regards socially necessary labor in the Socialist world system as the basis of the 

formation of price and Group B holds that, regardless of the Capitalist camp or the 
Socialist camp, the socially necessary production cost of the product in the principal 

supplying country must be the basis of the formation of price.26 

Among the scholars of the socialist countries, there are few who openly maintain the 

vie¥v of the first group.27 Some Hungarian economists, Imre Vajda,28 D. Toscheff,29 and 

others belong to the second A group. At present the leading opinion of the economists 

of the Socialist countries seems to be the second Group B. H. Blessing,3D V. Cerniansky,31 

H. Behr,3z s. Zscherpe,33 Vladimir Kaigl,34 O. Bogomorov of the Soviet Union,35 and most 

other scholars hold this opinion. For example, Bogomorov implies in his article in the 

April, 1959, issue of the VT70rld Ecoltomics alrd 1leternatioleal Relatio,ts, that the price of 

the Capitalist world market shows a regulatory operations upon the ~vorld price, MupoBbre 

lxeHbl, ~vhich is the standard of the trade among the Socialist countries, for they form only 

10~/0 of the international trade.36 So is Kaigl; he states in the March, 1959, issue of 

the Proble,7ts i,t Philosophy that the proportion of production and the lveight of trade 

of both camps to the world production and to the world trade eflect the formation of the 

world price. He goes on "The basis of the world price is the cost price of production 

in the principal Capitalist country where most of each commodity is exported. The 
lvorld price, given a certain amount of correction, becomes the basis for deciding the 

price level which should be used in mutal trade ¥vithin the Socialist camp."37 

As for my own position, I can say in short that I belong to the second A Group, 

almost the same as that of Morgenstem.* I have no intention to argue here the theo-

retical opinions and their suitability of A and B factions in the second group. I only 

w'ish here to confirm the following points in preparation against the coming debate. That 

is, the problem is not a simple antagonism of the world market price influenced by capital-

ism to the international price in the Socialist market. The reason why the proponents of 

the former are apparently more numerous than those of the latter at preseht is that 
labor productivity of the Capitalist world is generally higher than in the Socialist ~vorld 

and accordingly the 11'orld market price is generally la~ver than the socialist market 

price. The reason thcy prefer the ¥vorld market price is because they fear to lose the 

stimulus to raise productivity by adhering to the price in the Socialist market ¥vith its 

10w productivity, even if the trade profits in the Socialist countries which produce export 

'6 gl.. Karl ~lorgenstern, a.a. O., s. 443. 
2* hrgeyasu Suzuki, op. cit, p. 493. 
e8 Imre vajda, "Ein Bemerkungen tiber die Preisbasis auf dem sozialistichen weltmarkt," Der 

Aussenhandel, Heft 22, 1958. 
2' D. Toscheff, "7-ur Preisbasis auf dem sozialistischen weltmarkt,'" ibid, Heft 9, 1959. 
3e H. Blessing, "Das ¥vertgestz in Aussenhandel," ibid. Heft 23, 1957. 
81 v. Cerniansl(v, "Die Preisbasis auf dem sozialistischen weltmarkt," ibid, Heft 4/5, 1958. 
'2 H. Behr, "Dle Preisbasis auf dem sozialistischen ¥veltmarkt," ibid, Heit 1 1, 1958. 
3* s. zscherpe, "Die Bedentung des Hauptmarktes," ibid, Heft 1 1, 1958. 
8' na,;HMHp Ka~rH, TaM ){(e, (Bonpocbl (PHJlocotpHH), Ho. 3, 1959; ¥rladimir Kaigl, "International 

Dil"ision of Labor in the lvorld sociaust system," Ceskoslovenska Akademie ved. Czechoslovak economic 
papers. Praha, 1959: Vgl., auch Karl Morgenstern, a.a. O., SS. 443-445. 

*' O. BoroMOJIOB, O Me2~c;1:yHapo,1:HoM corlpiHaJIPlcTH~:ecl{oM pa3!1:eJreHHH TpyJxa, (Mp!pona;1 3!{oHoMP!r(a 11: 
Me){<;ryHapo,1:Hble oTHouJ:eHH;~), Ho. 4, 1959r. 

** O. BoroMo;IoB, TaM )1(e. CTp. 35. 
*' B. Ka~rH. TaM )Ke, CTp. 30. 
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commodities are protected for a little while. How'ever, is it always possible to apply 

the Capitalist world market price to the trade price of the Socialist countries ? If, in 

such a case, the export of a commodity from the Socialist countries becomes unprofitable, 

lvill a Socialist country which needs the commodity import it from Capitalist countries ? 

Some commodities are possible to do so, and others impossible. That is to say, ¥vhen 

it is absolutely necessary to protect and bring up a certain scale of a branch of produc-

tion in the Socialist countries, trade is carried on at the high prices of the Socialist 

market, discarding the cheap price of the Capitalist market, and, through pricing, protec-

tion is given to the industries in question. This situation often occurs when productivity 

in the Socialist countries is lower than that in the leading Capitalist countries. In that 

case it is an error to state simply that trade price is decided based on the world market 

price which includes the capitalist market price. ' 
*Assistant Professor Shigeyasu Suzuki says that Karl Morgenstern "seem to have an 
opinion which is, though passive, close to of the second B Group."38 ~'1y opinion is the 
very opposite of what he says.39 You will find which is right when you read his state-

ment. 

¥Vhat will they do in the opposite case, that is the world market price of a com-

modity is higher than the Socialist market price ? Should the exporting Socialist conntries 

export the commodity to the Capitalist market, given up the export to the Socialist 

market ? In that case, firstly the production of the country concerned will suffer from 

the business fluctuations in the Capitalist countries. Secondly, through such exports, 

the demand for the commodity in the Socialist market can not always be met. There-
iore, it would be an error to raise the Socialist market price of a commodity which is 

lo~ver than the Capitalist market price for some reasons to the latter's level without 

reservation, or on account of this price relation to seek the importing countries of the 

commodity chiefly in the Capitalist market. 

b. l)roblems of the Multilateral Settlement System. It would be unnecessary to 
describe in detail about the necessity of the establishment of the multilateral settlement 

system among the Socialist countries. I ¥vrote before a trianglar settlement contract 

was concluded in place of a bilateral settlement contract ¥vhen SEV was established.40* 

Subsequently, at the 8th general meeting of SEV in ¥¥Tarsaw, in June, 1957, a multi-

lateral contract was signed among participating countries.41 This multilateral settlement 

was nothing but a complement to the bilateral settlement contract. That is, basic 
payments are settled through bilateral settlement accounts and the remaining revenue and 

expenditure are transfered to multilateral settlement system upon deliberation the countries 

concerned. This does not mean that when the consent of the countries concerned cannot 

be obtained, they are automatically placed in multilateral settlement accounts. It was 

decided that the period of the contract covered one year and settlement would be effected 

through the ruble.42 So far as I know, there is little literature on the subsequent 

*' higeyasu Suzuki, op. cit., p. 496. 
*' gl.. Karl _~'lorgenstern, ebenda. 
" Kazuo Nonomura, "Post-war Trade bet*veen East and West and among Sociahst States," Keizai 

Kenkyu, July 1953, pp. 228-229. 
'* E)fcero,ImdK Bonblno~ CoBeTcl(o~ eHuHKJlone,lHH 1958), 1958, cTp. 374. 
" "Chinese Trade Statistics, Prices. Settlement Formulas, and Business Methods," II, Feburary 

1959, pp. 12-13. "Report on the ¥~rorld Situation (Sekai Josei Junpo)," No. 365, mid-July, 1958 (World 
Economics 'Institute), pp. Il-12. 
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development of this multilateral settlement contract. Only Bogomorov refered to the 

question in April, 1959. According to him, there is progress in direction of founding 

multilateral settlement system within the Socialist camp, but it is not yet developed.43 

The perfect development of multilateral settlement systems may be considered a problem 

for the future. 

This means the triple trade agreement concluded on July 29, 1949 in Moscow among the 
Soviet lj~nion, Poland, and Czechoslovakia, with a period of one year. By this agreement 
Finland should turn over 100 million rubles' worth of prescribed housing, Iumber, boats, 
and other items to the Soviet Unionj the Soviet Union should turn over a total of 100 
million rubles' of foodstuffs, 80 million to Poland and 20 million to Czechoslovakia: Poland 
should tum over 80 million rubles' worth of coal to Finland: Czechoslovakia should turn 
over 20 million rubles' worth of sugar, machinery, and industrial manufactures to Finlancl ; 
and through this triple settlement agreement the three countries could completely settle 
their credits and obligations. 

Closing Remarks 

No¥v I will finish my~ attempt to outline the theoretical and practical problems of 

international economic cooperation among the Socialist countries at this stage. The 
literature on this subject is little and in present circumstances it is impossible to carry 

forward the theoretical development satisfactorily. I am aware of course that it ¥1'ill 

be necessary to discuss each of these problems again on another occasion, but I believe 

that the position of these problems and the direction to which the theoreticians and 

practical men are trying to guide them are made clear in this paper. 

a3 o. BoroMOJIOB, TaM )xe, cTp. 34-35. 




